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Satan’s foils used Chip-implant technology to gain control of peoples’ memories and set
limits about the knowledge one can have. His political minions’ military coup in America
removed all Religious History… especially about the Bible, and replaced it with the Politburo’s
particular brand of religion: State mandated Temple worship.
With the use of pain, suffering, and fear, the Politburo segregates known biblical believers, or
those with ancestors who were believers, into Fish Communities to be closely monitored for
subversive acts.
How can they hear the Good News without a preacher? How can one choose to love Jesus and
accept his gift of salvation if one can’t have an opportunity to do so?
God’s ‘righteous’ was challenged! He met it by sending a ‘special’ messenger to earth to
restore biblical order. How was it done?
The reader is invited to come along on one of the wildest spiritual journeys imaginable as
God’s Theophany (a godly messenger representing the Creator’s presence on earth) defeats Satan
and restores Son-light to a dark world.
The Theophany (a Cinnamon colored cat) Cinnamon, recruits an old, once, highly respected
Cardiologist, who is a drunk, and they recruit a spiritual team of warriors, most of them from the
Fish Community, and set about to defeat Satan’s henchmen: the Politburo’s evil empire, by using
a superior type of technology that restores the peoples’ memories about the Bible.
Before spiritual order is restored, Luke and Cinnamon will be forced to confront all sorts of
evil and mayhem: murder, torture, blood sacrifices, martyrdom, and even exorcisms, and a
military assault on the enemy’s secret base, to name a few.
Cinnamon is forced into a spiritual war with Satan’s own theophany: Diablo, a huge Black
cat, and he and Luke must travel to Hell and back to finally finish the mission God sent his
messenger to complete.
The story is about America and its rejection of the Creator who has greatly blessed it since the
days of its Founding Fathers. It is a story about how America might be, how it might feel, and
how it might behave the day it has totally rejected the God of the Bible and the Creator of the
Universe.
It is an apocalyptic, cautionary tale of what will happen when the citizens of America douse
the light of Jesus Christ.

